
Explanation of “The world according to Shaked” 

What you see: A portrait of a girl. Several cartoon characters and other objects, not entirely related 

are also seen. 

What is the meaning of the rest of the items? 

 The portrait is as accurate as possible portrait of Shaked Shimkin-Bashan, the daughter of 

Neta Bashan and Ilan Shimkin of Israel when she was almost 7 years old. The number “7” 

indicates this.  

 The atmosphere of the painting is the world of a little girl where reality and imagination are 

intertwined, while it is very real world for Shaked and many girls of her age. The 

imaginative world is reflected by 8 cartoon figures, 3 fairies and 5 dwarfs existing solely in 

movies for children. The close relations of the fairies to Shaked are evident. The pink fairy 

just landed on her lap, the blue fairy flew away as fairies usually do and the green one is 

still intertwined in Shaked’s very long hair which is real. The dwarfs, although imaginative, 

each represents real part of the life of Shaked. The yellow dwarf is happily dancing, the 

blue dwarfs is eating a big piece of cake on the top of a mushroom which is quite normal 

for dwarfs to do, the old red dwarf whistles to the old purple dwarf that Shaked is almost 7 

but the purple dwarf is not interested as Shaked does with people she does not know. He 

passed 7 years old long time ago. The green dwarf wearing modern red glasses is sitting 

on a mushroom which is widespread in Shaked’s area of living, Ornia in Hebrew, Slippery 

Jack of Sticky Bun in English. This is a very common edible mushroom of pine forests all 

over Europe and Asia including Israel. As imaginative as all the cartoons, also the flowers 

are made of pure imagination. The fluffy low turbulence in the air around Shaked 

represents that part of this world is only a dream even if for Shaked it is a reality. 

 The blue/white wool hat on the top represents the neating hobby of Shaked and the 

sleeping moon with a neated wool hat represents the many sleepiness nights Shaked gave 

to her parents when she was a baby. Now, hopefully she sleeps well. 

 The globe on the top and the line between La Paz, Mexico, Auburn Alabama and Israel 

represent the only communication, by thinking, her grandfather has with her so far. 

 (This explanation was written as a public service to explain this artwork.) 

 

 


